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Presentation Notes
Good morning, �I want to thank you again for the opportunity to talk about Metropolitan’s Agricultural Partnerships. My name is Anna Garcia and I will be filling in for Nadia today. I hope to do her presentation justice. As we know with the drought we have been facing here in the west, partnership between the ag and urban communities are more important than ever. So I’m happy to talk about the good work Metropolitan has been doing for many years with our ag partners. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m sure you know this, but just as quick background for the purposes of this presentation, the Colorado River basin is split into an upper basin and a lower basin. The Upper basin lies within Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and WyomingAnd the lower basin of California, Arizona, and Nevada



Quantification Settlement Agreement 
Quantified Water Budgets

Priority Million Acre-feet
1 & 3b PVID

0.42 (Average)
2 Yuma Project

3a IID 3.10
3a CVWD 0.33
4 MWD* 0.55

Total 4.40

*Amount fluctuates based on PVID/Yuma Project use, unused IID and CVWD water

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You may be wondering why MWD started doing Ag programs. Well in 2003 California had to reduce its basic apportionment of 4.4 million acre-feet of Colorado river water. For many decades, the Palo Verde Irrigation District, the Yuma Project, Imperial Irrigation District, Coachella Valley Water District, and Metropolitan, were able to use more than the 4.4 Million AF apportionment because we all relied on surplus water and water unused by Arizona and Nevada. But in the 1990s, Arizona and Nevada began using their full apportioned supplies and California had to therefore cut back. Metropolitan, as the lowest CA priority user, started Ag programs to help PVID / IID use less water. This benefited Metropolitan since we would in turn have access to their unused apportionment. 



2003 Quantification 
Settlement Agreement; 
collaboration on the 
Colorado River 

IID Water transfer 
agreements with:  
•Metropolitan Water District 

•San Diego County Water 
Authority

•Coachella Valley Water 
District

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
the 2003 quantification settlement agreement, known as the QSA, facilitated water transfers from farms to cities… it also funded lining the All-American and Coachella canals to reduce seepage, and it also led new agricultural conservation in California. The QSA, marked a critical milestone in a new era of collaboration on the Colorado River.Out of this, IID Water transfer agreements started.  Under the first transfer agreement, IID agreed to transfer 105,000 acre-feet annually to Metropolitan via the MWD Water Conservation Program, which I will describe later  The second transfer agreement was the IID-San Diego County Water Authority water transfer, which is a transfer of up to 200,000-acre feet of water per year for up to 75 year using land fallowing and efficiency-based water conservation measures Finally, the last transfer is between Imperial and Coachella Valley Water District of as much as 103,000 acre-feet annuallyFor the rest of the presentation, I’m going to focus on Metropolitan’s Agricultural partnerships and the great work we’ve done for many years. 



IID-MWD Water 
Conservation Program

PVID 
Fallowing Program

Bard Seasonal 
Fallowing Program

Quechan Seasonal 
Fallowing Pilot 

Program

Evolution of Metropolitan’s Agricultural 
Partnerships

1988 2005 2016 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have an extensive history of collaborating with our partners on the Colorado River. This collaboration has resulted in agricultural partnerships with IID, PVID, and NOW WITH Bard Water District, and the Quechan Indian Tribe of the Fort Yuma Indian ReservationI’LL get into the details of each of these programs soon, but as a quick overviewThe IID-MWD water conservation program was started in 1988  : Funded system improvements and conservation projects to increase water use efficiency, allowing farmers to grow the same crops with less water.This was followed by the PVID Fallowing Program in 2005: A 35-year land management and crop rotation program that transfers up to 125,000 AF of Colorado River water annually to Metropolitan through fallowing of up to 25,947 acres annually in the Palo Verde Valley.In 2016, we started the Bard Seasonal Fallowing program : Participating farmers in Bard Unit decrease their water consumption through land fallowing of up to 3,000 acres annually during the months of April through July in each year of the Program. �and as recently as this year, we started the Quechan Seasonal Pilot Fallowing program: Participating farmers on tribal land in the Fort Yuma Indian Reservation decrease their water consumption through land fallowing of up to 1,600 acres annually during the months of April through July in each year of the Program. QUICKLY GO OVER THE EVOLUTIONS OF THESE PARTNERSHIPS, WHERE WE STARTED WITH IID, THEN PVID, THEN THE TWO NEW PARTNERS, BARD AND QUECHAN. 



IID-Metropolitan 
Conservation Program
• MWD funded conservation projects, and funds 

Operations and Maintenance of the projects

• 105,000 AFY

• No requirement for reduction in IID use of 
Colorado River water

• Allows IID to grow the same crops with less 
water

• Annual funding on average $ 11M – 14M

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, what is the IID-Metropolitan Conservation Program.Under this program,Metropolitan funded the construction of a few conservation projects, which I will go more in details in the next slide. For which we still funds the operations and maintenanceThese conservation programs yield around 105,000 AFY of water savingsIID is not required to reduce its use of CR waterBut with the increased water use efficiency from these conservation projects, IID has been able to grow the same crops with less waterOn average, Metropolitan provides $11 to $14 million per year, depending on the work that needs to be done that year for O&M 



• 5 additional, doubled 
storage

• 270 miles of laterals

• 34 lateral interceptors

• Installation of 14 non-
leak gates

• 55,000 deliveries per year

• Delivery measurement 
and Pump back Systems

• Installation of drip 
irrigation systems

• Main canal 
automation and 
Water Control Center

IID-Metropolitan Conservation Projects

Reservoirs Canal Lining & 
Lateral Interceptors

Irrigation Management 
& 12-Hour Delivery

System Automation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the slide are some of the conservation projects that Metropolitan funded. These projects include reservoirs, canal lining and lateral interceptors, irrigation management, and system automation.Today we fund the operation and maintenance for these projects, as well as necessary upgrades



Palo Verde 
Partnerships

• MWD committed to 
finding innovative ways 
to promote Colorado 
River supply reliability

• Landmark land fallowing 
program executed in 
2005

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving on, our next AG partnership is with the Palo Verde Irrigation District. This collaboration was a critical component of MWD’s commitment to finding innovative ways to promote Colorado River supply reliabilityThe resulting landmark land fallowing program was executed in 2005 and with this program, fallowing occurs for the entire year on a rotational basisIn 2014 the University of Arizona did a study and found that fallowing increased soil quality and crop production



PVID Fallowing 
Program Overview
• Variable Fallowing Level

◦ 25% - 100% of program lands
◦ Enrollment of up to 25,947 acres
◦ Approximately up to 125,000 AF 

at maximum

• Voluntary sign up

• Stabilizes Farm Economy

• Established Community 
Improvement Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Under the PVID Fallowing Program, Metropolitan can make a variable fallowing call between 25% and 100%, which means that 25% to 100% of the enrolled lands would have to be fallowed. The program allows for up to approximately 25,947 acres to be enrolledAnd when a maximum call is made, a yield of up to 125,000 AF may be available to Metropolitan Enrollment in the program is voluntary. Overall, This program helps stabilize the Farm Economy by providing a stable income that can be used on farm-related investments, purchases and debt repayment.Additionally, as a result of this program, Metropolitan established the Community Improvement Program



PVID Fallowing
Program Implementation

USBR Issues 
Report

PVID 
Ensures 

Compliance

Land is 
Fallowed

MWD 
Issues a 

Fallowing 
Call

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And how do we implement the program? The program is implemented in collaboration with PVID and USBR.Metropolitan may make a Fallowing Call 1 Year in advance by August 1 each year. The call is in place for 2 yearsLand is fallowed for at least 1 year but no more than 5 yearsWhen a fallowing call is made,PVID staff assists metropolitan and USBR in ensuring compliance. USBR, Metropolitan, and PVID perform compliance inspections more than once a year.MWD then reimburses PVID’s costsAnd USBR  issues its annual verification report



PVID Fallowing Program Yield
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shown on this chart are the fallowing calls and associated savings from the PVID fallowing program since the program was initiated in 2005. The percentages above the bars represent the fallowing call made and the bar heights represent the water savings that USBR measured and reported in its final decree accounting. You may notice that the water savings do not necessarily align with the call made. For example, even though fallowing calls of 100% were made in fiscal years 2008/09 to 2011/12, USBR did not measure the same water savings for these years. Water savings may not be consistent year to year and will depend on what the farmers decide to farm that year. farmers plant different types of crops / cropping, depending on the economy. We saw this first hand with our Bard seasonal fallowing program, which I will discuss later. Calls are made a year before SWP allocation – calls are made based on estimate. Not really aligned with the SWP, but we try to estimate it. Based on storage full or not… etc. for ex right now, super dry, and storage is nearly empty, therefore we decide on a higher call. In 2008-09 and 2009-10, governor asked for emergency declaration in California. We asked for more fallowing. Emergency call is above 100%. -- do we want to say this??Note: the next call is at 100%. We are currently in a Governor emergency declaration Note: Our Water Surplus and Drought Management (or WSDM) tech team make a call based on the information that is available to us at the time that a call is due. Note: emergency water in 08/09 and 09/10, Met asked for additional fallowing to comply with the Governor’s emergency declaration at the time. HERE’S THE FALLOWING CALL AND HERE’S THE WATER SAVINGS BASED ON THAT FALLOWING CALL



Community 
Improvement Fund
•Supports Palo Verde 
Community

•Metropolitan provided a 
$6 million endowment in 2005 

•Managed by Volunteer Board 

•MWD and PVID are non-voting 
members

•Economic study concluded 
program is successful

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of the palo verde partnerships, we created the community improvement fund to support the palo verde community. Metropolitan provided a $6 million endowment in 2005 This endowment is managed by a Volunteer Board. MWD and PVID are non‐voting membersHalf of Funds Distributed Grants and loans Included small business development; job training programs In 2014, a study titled the "regional economic impacts of the forbearance and fallowing program from 2005 to 2012“  concluded that the program is successful in supporting the palo verde community



Seasonal Fallowing 
Programs
in the Yuma Area
•Partnerships with:

◦ Bard Water District
◦ Quechan Indian Tribe of the 

Fort Yuma Indian Reservation

•Seasonal fallowing occurs in the summer

•Focus on fallowing lower-value, 
water-intensive crops

Broccoli is a 
higher-value 
winter crop

Sudan grass is a 
water-intensive 

summer crop

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After the successes with the IID and PVID fallowing programs, MWD sought new partnerships in the Yuma Area, where crop mix differs from PVID.Met has established new partnerships with: Bard Water District Quechan Indian Tribe of the �Fort Yuma Indian ReservationAgain, these fallowing programs are different from PVID. Where as the PVID fallowing is year round, these seasonal fallowing programs occur in the summer and focus on fallowing low-value, water intensive crops like grains and grasses. As an example, broccoli is a higher value winter crop. Sudan grass is water intensive summer crop. 



Fallowing Call
to Bard WD by 
October 1st of 

each year

Fallowing
Season

April 1st to July 31st

2020-2026

Requirements:
- At least 10 contiguous 

irrigable acres 
- Have been farmed for at 
least three of the last five 

years / previously fallowed

3,000
Acres of farmland

seasonally fallowed

Up to 6,000
acre-feet of water 
made available for 

urban use

$1.4 Million 
maximum payments 

for Bard farmers

Bard Seasonal Fallowing Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I will now shift our focus to the Bard Seasonal Fallowing Program with Bard Water District. Today we have Nick Bahr, the Bard Water District General Manager here to speak with us today. Before I introduce him, I will provide a brief overview of the Bard Seasonal Fallowing Program.This program started as a pilot program in 2016. Following on the success of the pilot, Metropolitan and Bard established a long-term program in 2020. Under this seasonal fallowing program, Met issues a fallowing call to Bard Water District by October 1 of each year. The fallowing season runs from April 1st to July 31st and up to 3,000 acres may be enrolled for fallowing per fallowing call.The following requirements have to be met for farmers to participate in the program. These requirements are:- First the land enrolled must consists of at least 10 contiguous irrigable acres-and the land must have been irrigated for at least 3 of the last 5 years or it must have been previously fallowed



Bard Water District

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m now going to hand it over to Nick Bahr, the general manager of Bard Water District



Bard Water District
•A unit of the Yuma Project

•Diverts water from the 
All-American Canal

•6,400 irrigated acres

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bard Water District is a located within the Reservation Division of the Yuma Project and serves the Indian Unit and the Bard Unit. The Bard unit is highlighted in yellow and consists of 6,400 irrigated acres. 



BWD’s PERSPECTIVES

Fallowing Aids BWD in CIP Projects



BWD’s PERSPECTIVES
 BWD collaborates with growers to fallow areas 
in the district that require construction projects

The funds that BWD receives from the 
fallowing program enable BWD to preform these 
CIP Projects

Often, fallowing funds are used with grant 
funds to maximize construction opportunities 



BWD’s PERSPECTIVES



Bard Seasonal 
Fallowing Program;
Innovative, Flexible, and Affordable 
Water Supply

•A long-term partnership

•Supports the local economy by 
providing stable source of 
income for farmers and funding 
system improvements for Bard

•Conserved water will be for 
Metropolitan’s use or stored in 
Lake Mead for future use

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you Nick for your insight on the Bard Seasonal Fallowing Program. From Met’s perspectives:Met was seeking a long-term partnership that benefits both agriculture and citiesThe Bard Seasonal Fallowing Program is a seven-year agreement through 2026, where participating farmers avoid planting lower-value, water-intensive crops during the spring and summer in exchange for financial incentivesThe program was established with an intent to also support the local economy…. Inherent in the program agreement is that 25 percent of Metropolitan’s payments fund improvements to Bard’s water infrastructureWater conserved through land fallowing is made available to MWD for use in its service area or to store in Lake Mead for future use



2022 Incentives and Historical Production

Fallowing Year Count of Participating Famers Fallowed 
Acres

Payment
(Mil $) Water Savings (AF) AF/

Acre*

2020 4 2,749 $1.26 6,075 2.21

2021 5 2,887 $1.37 5,803 2.01

2022 4 1,426 $0.69** 2,866** TBD

Participants Payment Allocation $/Fallowed Acre 
(2022)

Participating Farmers 75% $354.30

Bard Water District* 25% $118.10

Total 100% $472.40

* AF/Acre estimated savings are updated following the release of the latest USBR Water Accounting Report
** Values are estimated and will be finalized following the end of the fallowing season

*Bard receives an additional $15,000 for direct program costs and system improvements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, the difference between the PVID fallowing program and the Bard Seasonal fallowing program is that Bard is only during the summer. Bard grows different type of crops than PVID, so a different type of fallowing needs to be done. The Bard Program focuses more on lower value higher water use crops, so providing incentive to fallow, is a way to keep the economy of the farm going. (CLICK )One of the things we learned from the program is that participation varies due to the market. For example, because of the recent war in Ukraine, as you can see here, participation this year is significantly lower than previous years. This may be attributable to the increase in the market price of wheat seen in late 2021 and early 2022. There’s no minimum commitment to participate in the program, so that is a draw back when crop value is high. 



2 – Year Pilot 
Program

Will provide information 
that could lead to the 

development of a longer-
term fallowing program

Fallowing
Season

April 1st to July 31st

2022-2023

Requirements:
- Have been farmed for at 
least three of the last five 

years / previously fallowed
- Must be Quechan tribal land

1,600
Acres of farmland

seasonally fallowed

Up to 3,500
acre-feet of water 
made available for 

urban use

$1.6 Million 
maximum payments for 
farmers and Quechan 

Tribe over the pilot 
period

Quechan Tribe Seasonal Fallowing Pilot  Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, our newest program is the Seasonal Fallowing Pilot Program with the Quechan Indian Tribe. The lands are adjacent to the Bard Water District and are located within the Yuma Indian Reservation. This is a 2 year pilot program with fallowing seasons running April 1 to July 31 in 2022 and 2023. Up to 1,600 acres may be enrolledAnd the enrolled lands must have been irrigated for at least 3 of the last 5 years or previously fallowedAnd must be Quechan tribal land



Fallowing Year Count of Participating Famers Fallowed 
Acres

Payment
($) Water Savings (AF) AF/

Acre*

2022 1 118 ± $71,000 238** TBD

Participants Payment Allocation $/Fallowed Acre 
(2022)

Participating Farmers 75% $354.30

Quechan Tribe* 25% $118.10

Total 100% $472.40

* AF/Acre estimated savings are updated following the release of the latest USBR Water Accounting Report
** Values are estimated and will be finalized following the end of the fallowing season

*Quechan receives an additional $15,000 for costs related to the development and administration of the 
Pilot

2022 Incentives and Production

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, the difference between the PVID fallowing program and this Seasonal fallowing program is that fallowing only occurs during the summer. Like in Bard Unit, farmers on Quechan tribal land grow different types of crops than PVID, so a different type of fallowing needs to be done. Also like the Bard fallowing program, the Quechan fallowing Program focuses more on lower value higher water use crops, so providing an incentive to fallow is a way of sustaining the economy of the farm. So very similar to Bard WD, we think that the fluctuating crop market prices affected the participation rate of this Quechan program. 



Fallowing Program 
Key Takeaways

•Great tool for collaboration between agricultural 
and urban users 
• Benefits both parties

•Focuses on lower use higher value crops

•Depends on market condition

•A variable fallowing call makes this a flexible 
program

•Could be a model for other water districts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some key takeaways we learned from the fallowing programs:It’s a great tool for collaboration between agricultural and urban users Benefits both partiesBecause we work with the ag users, we do have cooperative relationships. These fallowing programs focuses on lower water use higher value crops, so we do want to keep the ag economy going. The level of farmer participation depends on the market conditionsIt’s a very flexible program because there’s a variable fallowing call that Metropolitan decides in advanced. We think these programs could be good models for other water districts. 



Metropolitan 
Continues to 
Explore Innovative 
Agriculture 
Conservation

•Deficit irrigation

•Incentivizing to lower 
water use crops

•Tiered rates for our 
lessees

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We own approximately 20,000 acres of land in pvid so we can do innovative water savings ways with our tenants. We use that to explore different ways, such as deficit irrigation, which is incentivizing to lower water use crops, and implementing tiered rates for our lessees just to name a couple. We are continuing to explore innovative agriculture conservation



Nadia R. Hardjadinata 
Water Resource Management Group 

Supply Acquisition Team
(213)217-6445

NHardjadinata@MWDh2o.com

Nick Bahr
General Manager
(760) 356-0714

Info@BardWaterDistrict.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That’s the end of the presentation. Thank you again for the opportunity to talk about Metropolitan’s Agricultural Partnerships.�Again my name is Anna standing in on behalf of Nadia, and with Nick Bahr, the General Manager of Bard Water District. On the screen are Nadia’s and Nick’s contact information. I think we have time for questions right now, but you can also email Nadia later with any questions you may have. 

mailto:NHardjadinata@MWDh2o.com
mailto:Info@BardWaterDistrict.com
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